CONSIDER COPPER

Think copper in the kitchen is passé? New finishes introduce a warm, tawny metallic that can coordinate with—or even replace—stainless steel.

BY MALLORY MCCREARY

1. Currey & Company’s ADMIRAL PENDANT ($990) mixes industrial style with a warm copper finish; Cabana Home, Santa Barbara, cabanahome.com.

2. The double-walled construction of Stone Forest’s COPPER FARMHOUSE SINK ($2,600) means it can be an under mount, a flush mount, partially elevated, or installed above-counter; Vic’s Plumbing Supply, Ventura, vicssupply.com; and Santa Barbara Plumbing Supply, 805-965-5291.

3. The COPPER REAL GOOD BAR STOOL ($399) shines when slid up next to a breakfast bar; Blu Dot, Los Angeles, bludot.com.

4. Fresh herbs are just a snip away with the COPPER VERTICAL WALL PLANTER ($190); williams-sonoma.com.

5. Add a rustic-luxe touch to cabinetry with the SHIFT PENDANT ($142), a silicon bronze pull from the Ted Boerner Collection and Rocky Mountain Hardware; Agoura Sash & Door, Westlake Village, agourasash.com.

6. BlueStar’s FREESTANDING RANGE (30-inch from $5,832) in Infused Copper from the Precious Metals Collection has custom burner configurations, an extra-large convection oven with a 1,850-degree broiler, and French oven doors for easier loading and unloading. Universal Appliance and Kitchen Center, Calabasas, uakc.com.